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The concept of active sums of groups was initially proposed by Tomas in 
[6]. This construction was done for families of groups with normal actions. 
Ribenboim in [2] and [3] considered a construction for active families of 
groups and for active quivers of groups, respectively, and proposed the 
name of active sums. In [ 1 ] Diaz-Barriga and Lopez, using the conditions 
of [2], considered the active pro-&-sums for active families of pro-&- 
groups with continuous actions. Ribenboim in [4] considered active 
quivers of pro&groups. 
Tomas in [7] proved that if pr,..., p, are all the primes that divide the 
order of a finite group G, and if for each i, Ni is the normal subgroup 
generated by the union of the p,-subgroups of Sylow and Hi are disjoint 
groups isomorphic to Ni and the actions in the Hi are the ones induced by 
the conjugation of the Ni as normal subgroups of G, then G is isomorphic 
to the sum of the Hi with this action. 
Using this result and the definition of active pro-&urn given in [l], a 
proof of an analogous result for prolinite groups is given in this paper. 
Let G be a prolinite group and, for each open normal subgroup U of G, 
and for each prime p, let W,, be the normal hull of a Sylow p-subgroup of 
G/U. 
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The following facts are obvious: 
(i) WPu does not depend on the choice of the Sylow p-subgroup of 
WJ 
(ii) If pjo (G/U) then WPu= (e} 
(iii) WPu is the subgroup of G/U generated by the p-elements. 
(iv) If U, c U2 then the epimorphism of G/U, onto G/U, maps W,,, 
onto W,,. 
Let W, = L& W,, where U runs over open normal subgroup of G then by 
[S, pp. 46521 we have: 
(i) W, is the closed normal hull of any Sylow p-subgroup of G 
(ii) W, is the closed subgroup generated by the p-elements of G. 
Let (3 = wp>p.%3 where ‘$ is the set of primes with the discrete order. If 
g E W, for p E $3 we define for every q E 5J3, 
and 
%A Wq) = wq 
r,,(h) =g-‘hg = hg for h E W,. 
It is clear that zg,! and zg,p satisfy the conditions required in [ 1 ] and 
in consequence 6 is an active family of profinite groups. Let FJ W, be 
its active pro-sum. As we have that the inclutions i,: W, + G satisfy the 
conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1.2 in [l] then there exists a unique 
continuous homomorphism 
such that if 
Y *: w,-+o w, 
is the continuous homomorphism of each W, in the active pro-sum then 
wp=ip for every p E V. 
As the subgroup generated by lJ PE ‘4 i,,( W,) is dense in G then y is surjec- 
tive. In fact, y is a continuous isomorphism, as will be proved in the 
following: 
THEOREM. Let G be a profinite group and 6 = { WP},E ‘D the active 
family of the closed normal hulls of the Sylow subgroups of G that were 
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previously described. Then there exists a continuous isomorphism of G onto 
the active pro-sum of the family. 
Proof: We will prove that G has the universal property of the active 
pro-sum. Then, by proposition 1.2 in Cl], G is isomorphic to the active 
pro-sum and y is the isomorphism required. 
Suppose that G’ is a profinite group and that we have continuous 
homomorphisms 
such that 
XP. . W,+G’ 
x,W’) x&h) x,(g) = x,(g-‘k) 
foreveryp,qE(p,hE W,,gE W, 
Let u’ be an open normal subgroup of G’. For each p E Cp there exists an 
open normal subgroup Up of G such that 
u,n w,=x,‘(v’) 
and we have an injective homomorphism 
WP 
xp.u’: wp n up + G’/U 
as 
Wp” P 
+I?~ w:u 
P P P 
then if WpLlp # (e} we have that pi 0 (Cl/U’). Thus if pjo (G’/U’) then 
up3 w,. 
Let p, ,..., p, be the distinct primes that divide o(G’/U’) and let 
U = /Jr= r UpL. By Tombs theorem, [7], we have an isomorphism 
Besides, we have for each p an epimorphism 
which cornposited with xp,” satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Proposition 1.2 in [ 1 ] hence there exists a unique homomorphism 
y;,: Ei W,” + G’/U 
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such that the following diagram is commutative: 
Suppose that V is an open normal subgroup of G and 
?/‘“,I G/V+ G’/U 
is such that 
jJ’~~l//~l~ipv~pv=pv~~p for every p E ‘p 
Consider U, = U n V, then we have 
where q&=$y~~~,~$yll and q$,=tjU~x&o$,,’ therefore we have 
homomorphisms j&, 0 q L, and yk, 0 q & such that 
Y’kr o rl L, 4u, 0 h, = rL+v& oipul vu, 
thus 
Y;‘O~~,OipU,=Y;,O~~,OtpU, 
and by the universal active pro-sum property we have that 
r;, o ? v- ’ u1 --WC,. (1) 
Besides, if U; and V2 are open normal subgroups of G’ such that U; c U;, 
then 
U,,,n W,=x,‘(U~)cx,‘(v;)=U,,,n W, foreverypE% 
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and we have the following commutative diagram: 
Suppose p1 ,..., pr are all the distinct primes which divide o(G’/V2) and p1 ,..., 
pr, ql,..., qs are the primes which divide o(G'/U;). If 
and 
u2 = fi up,,23 
i=l 
then making 
v= u, n u, 
and as 
then by (1) we have 
Iu; 7-c ,~, 4J;“?y=YL;“1~ 
i.e., the diagram 
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commutes. As a consequence, if we define 
y’: G + G’ 
such that if a E G then 
Pub’(a)) = Y;~(lCl,(P,(~))h 
where U is the previously described subgroup. y’ is a continuous 
homorphism and if a E Wp then 
hW(i,(4)) = &dhh(i,(~))) = W~i,~ad4 = (PPX,)(~ 
hence 
r’(i,W) = x,(4. 
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